READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

- Do not water the treated area to the point of runoff.
- Do not apply to areas that will be covered with food or feedstuff. Remove pets, birds, and cover fish ponds before spraying.

INDOORS
AS A SPACE SPRAY: To kill household pests, moths, cluster flies, gnats, fruit flies and flying insects. Close all doors and windows. Point nozzle upward. Direct spray mist to all walls of rooms, ceiling, windows, and other surfaces that attract insects. Fill room until mist, then leave treated room immediately. Keep room closed for at least 15 minutes. Furnish room when treatment is complete. Repeat as necessary.

AS A SURFACE SPRAY: To kill aphids, mites, yellow jackets and bees. Use in late morning or early morning when insects are not active. Spray thoroughly into crevices and hiding places, especially under static areas, contacting as many insects as possible. Repeat as necessary.

OUTDOORS
For household pests, moths, cluster flies, gnats and flying insects: Use only as an aid in reducing the presence of these insects. Spray outside surfaces of doors, windows, railings or wherever these insects may enter the building. Also treat surfaces around light fixtures on porches, garages and other places where insects congregate. Repeat as necessary.

To kill bees, hornets, wasps and yellow jackets: Use at late evening or early morning when insects are not active. Spray at nest openings in ground, latches and cracks and crevices that may harbor nests. Spray nest openings and contact as many insects as possible. Repeat as necessary.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Storage: Do not freeze. Store in a cool, dry area, inaccessible to children and away from heat or open flame. Disposal: Do not Puncture or Incinerate. If empty, Place in trash or offer for recycling. If partially filled, call local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed through skin. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash before reuse. Avoid contamination of food or feedstuffs. Remove pets, birds, and cover fish ponds before spraying.

FIRST AID: If Swallowed: Call a Poison Control Center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person up a glass of water. If unable to swallow, do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a Poison Control Center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. If in Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes. Then continue rinsing. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice. If on Skin or Clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Wash skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a Poison Control Center or doctor. For Insecticides: Use the product container or label with you when calling a Poison Control Center or doctor.

Environmental Hazards: Do not contaminate water, food or feed by accidental spillage. Do not apply this product to water bodies. Do not apply this product in or near bee colonies or other aquatic habitats.

NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use in accordance with directions.

Questions or Comments? Call 1-800-947-5268.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with the performance or results of this GreenThumb® product, it will be repaired or replaced free of charge. Simply provide proof of purchase and return the product and/or unused portion to the place of purchase.

Distributed by Dowelco, Div. of United Industries Corp.
PID 134262, St. Louis, MO 63118-3621
EPA Reg. No. 46575-9-8899
TPA 144-16, 1994-1995
5890-990, 1525-04-18
Certified to I.R.C. by the Underwriters Laboratories
Made for True Value, Cincinnati, OH 45203-3005
Retailer Owned
1-800-947-5268
363.70

For use around the home only. Active Ingredients: Permethrin 0.15% 6-Trans Aldehydophenol 0.29% Other Ingredients: 99.51%
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION: See back for additional precautionary statements.
Quality Green Thumb Pledge
Net Wt 15 oz (425 g)